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STRATEGIC SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT
The missing element on the CPO agenda for
many decades
In the ‘70s and ‘80s of the last century, supplier management arrived on the agenda of most manufacturing companies. This was mainly driven by the ongoing globalization with an increasing supplier base.
The initial idea behind the widely known concept was to structure the onboarding of new suppliers and
measure their performance in an appropriate manner.
Today, the focus of supplier management is changing towards a strategic
competitive advantage through strategic partnerships and collaborations.

PAST

Focus on a structured
process for onboarding &
performance management
Limited system support

TODAY

End-to-end supplier
lifecycle management
Driven by complex and
fragmented supplier base
Holistic software suites
established

instrument to achieve a

FUTURE

Co-innovation and
collaboration
Supplier management as
competitive advantage
Networks & AI-supported
supplier management
tools

DRIVERS OF CHANGE

The world as market place

Competition & differentiation

Shortened supplier lifecycles

AI and new technologies

Increasing range and complexity of supplier base
as global sourcing activities are continuously
expanding.

Supplier lifecycles get shortened as speed boats
like start-ups are revolutionizing existing supplier
structures and large enterprises are continuing
in their M&A activities.

Further differentiation besides pure costs is
required as competition is steadily increasing
and suppliers can still be changed easily.

Fast developing technologies such as machine
learning, AI and cloud solutions support buyers
with operational tasks thus enabling businesses
to focus on strategic tasks such as supplier
management.
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WHAT IS HAPPENING IN TODAY’S
SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT?
Supplier Networks as enabling factor for a
future-oriented supplier management
Today, approximately 5 Mio. suppliers* are registered on digital supplier platforms. This exponential
growth of continuous networking provides benefits as well as challenges.

PAST
1:1 relationship
Purchasing costs

TODAY
1:n relationship

FUTURE
n:n relationship

Total cost of ownership

Switching costs

Today’s supply chains are more and more evolving from linear, individual connections to open, interconnected company ecosystems. Digitalization and the application of advanced innovative technologies offer
an opportunity to master this complexity and to drive business value throughout the supply chain. It is
crucial to understand these shifts and adapt accordingly. We define three critical success factors for competing successfully in today’s environment:
• Collaboration on a single platform is crucial to reduce complexity
• Develop an agile supplier base and get internal stakeholders’ commitment
• Proper enterprise data management and architecture

* based on CAMELOT market research (12/2018)

CHALLENGES & RISKS
Convincing your key suppliers to register in the supplier 		
network of your choice (onboarding & engagement)
High complexity & risk of failure implementing platforms
as enabler for supplier networks
Weakening of individual, strong supplier relationships
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BENEFITS
Improved product quality & reduced operating costs
Ad-hoc transparency on the capabilities of (potential) 		
suppliers
Big supplier base of already identified suppliers for
strategic sourcing activities
Simplification of invoicing & payment processes

IN A DIGITAL WORLD THE HOLISTIC
SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT APPROACH
REMAINS THE CORE FRAMEWORK
Core idea
A state-of-the-art supplier management approach is based on the supplier lifecycle process. This loop is
usually split into 5 phases. However, in a digital world, traditional concepts get more and more challenged
and need to adapt to new circumstances. For instance, upcoming supplier platforms and networks tend
to become a major asset for future oriented supplier management concepts. These networks increase
visibility and transparency, which leads to new opportunities. A central storage of all data related to supply
and suppliers has a significant impact on efficiency, risk management and overall supplier performance
management.

Category management

A clustered strategy can drive significant cost reduction, increase the overall value from the supply
base and enable access to more innovation from suppliers.
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Risk management

Potential risks that occur from direct suppliers need to be assessed and monitored in order
to deal with incidents and mitigate future events.
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Onboarding

Supplier onboarding
aims to identify and
qualify potential
suppliers who are
supposed to create
added value and
meet certain standard
criteria.
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Segmentation

Based on the future
potential the supplier
can be assigned to a
segment, which is –
next to the evaluation
results – the basis
for the supplier
development.
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Evaluation

Supplier evaluation is a
commonly used process
in which evaluation
models serve to survey
various facets of the
supplier performance
to prevent unforeseen
risks.
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Development

Supplier development
is the foundation
for the intensity of
collaboration and sets
the scene for all joint
activities.

Phase out

Supplier phase out is a
structured process that
considers all strategic,
operational and legal
aspects in order to end
the relationship with
a supplier.
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KEY TRENDS IN DIGITAL
SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT
Fast developing technologies such as machine learning, artificial intelligence (AI) and cloud solutions will
provide support for supplier management tasks. Applying these new technologies allows to filter information and data, to extract the right information and highly automate procurement processes such as
performance management. Moreover, risk management can benefit by leveraging real-time data to get
immediate information about incidents at the supplier site or by identifying risks based on performance
results. Automating operational tasks enables companies to focus more on strategic tasks and differentiators like supplier collaboration and co-innovation.
However, especially these strategic tasks will remain highly dependent on human interaction.
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DEVELOPING VALUABLE SUPPLIERS
THROUGH COLLABORATION IS A
CRUCIAL COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

LEVERAGING EXISTING DATA IS
KEY FOR STRATEGIC SUPPLIER
MANAGEMENT

DIGITALIZATION TRANSFORMS
SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT FROM
ACTIVE TO PROACTIVE

THE HUMAN FACTOR WILL NOT BE
REPLACED BY STRATEGIC SUPPLIER
MANAGEMENT

DEVELOPING VALUABLE SUPPLIERS
THROUGH COLLABORATION IS A
CRUCIAL COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Digitalization ensures an increased internal and external information flow and, therefore, a higher transparency within the supplier network. This enables companies to replace their suppliers much easier. But
does that mean that long lasting supplier relationships are not essential anymore? Is it the goal to have
easily replaceable suppliers or can a close collaboration still bring value add to companies?

Co-innovation and collaboration can create a further differentiation and therefore generate a
competitive advantage for a company.

Competitive advantage

Create new products, services, technologies, 		
processes and ideas that are more effective than
those that preceded them.

Co-innovation

Open innovation method:
collaborating with the supplier
to produce a mutually valued
outcome.
External drivers can deliver
new inputs and make valuable
contributions (supplier market
intelligence).

Collaboration

Provide guidance to identify
suppliers with future
development potential and
outstanding performance.
Ensure your business has 		
developed a culture
structure to support supplier
collaboration.

Co-innovation as a further development of collaboration is a key source for competitive advantage and allows procurement to support the corporate strategy
not only by purchase price optimization.
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LEVERAGING EXISTING DATA IS
KEY FOR STRATEGIC SUPPLIER
MANAGEMENT
Artificial intelligence (AI) technology outperforms human beings by reading through

online sources such as online news or social media with an impressive accuracy. AI algorithms can identify
potential risks by searching through online platforms, constantly looking for specific words or synonyms in
a lot of different languages. As a result, incidents can be immediately forwarded to all affected managers
and departments. Based on increased data transparency companies gain a better understanding of their
supplier network and their supplier family trees. Companies will even be able to identify potential delivery
problems of a supplier by identifying risks that are far away in the supply chain.
What influence do new technologies and easy access to real-time data have on supplier risk management?

Real-time data

Social media
crawling

Eco-system

Data
mining

Continuous monitoring
Screening of news/
social media
Connection to
external information
providers

Predictive
analytics

Risk
management

Supplier
monitoring

Immediate
adaption

Supplier
assessment

Machine
learning

Leveraging real-time data, companies get immediately informed about
incidents at the supplier side. AI algorithms help filter information and data
to extract the right information.
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Suppliers are easier to
replace, allowing companies to respond with
greater flexibility and
change suppliers in case
of emerging risks

Increased transparency
over the supplier network helps to identify
potential risks across the
supplier network

DIGITALIZATION TRANSFORMS
SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT FROM
ACTIVE TO PROACTIVE
Digital technology will revolutionize supplier management. The transformation to
“cognitive automation” is being catalyzed by developments in artificial intelligence (AI) combined with
available big data. AI, advanced analytics and other new technologies will automate manual processes
and empower business users with the information they need to make the right decisions.
Managing supplier performance will change from reactive to a more proactive approach by making use
of AI and analyzing available transactional (big) data.
Furthermore supplier risk management will significantly
accurate and mostly available real-time data on a global scale.

profit from simplified, more

PAST

FUTURE

Measuring operational indicators that only
focus on logistics, quality and cost-related
drivers.

Focus of supplier performance management
will become much broader and include e.g.
supplier risk.

Organizations just react to suppliers’ incidents.
Significant lack of information results in a
long chain of communication.

Supplier incidents are known instantly,
counter actions can be derived immediately.

Measuring supplier performance is rather
labor intensive, time consuming and
error-prone.

Leverage existing big data to provide real-time
supplier performance indicators based on
internal and external data cubes.

Supplier performance management will become highly automated.
Real-time data can be leveraged to identify supply risks based on quality
issues or external incidents.
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THE HUMAN FACTOR WILL NOT BE
REPLACED BY STRATEGIC SUPPLIER
MANAGEMENT
If we sum up the trends of digitalization in supplier management three major characteristics
become apparent:
•

Supply networks, automation and increasing use of artificial intelligence are
shaping the future of supplier management. New suppliers can be easily identified, monitored and
even evaluated.

• The human factor will remain in the driving
requirement profile.

seat with new tasks and a changed

• Leveraging the supplier relationship through collaboration and co-innovation is key for
procurement and opens up opportunities for a distinct value contribution on a corporate level.

r change

Prepare fo
TODAY
Reactive supplier
management
Cost reduction focus
Manual processes
Partial IT integration

TOMORROW
Proactive supplier 		
management
Value driven perspective
Focus on co-innovation
and collaboration with the
supplier
Supported by AI-based 		
supplier management tools

Leading procurement organizations have recognized supplier management
as differentiator. They leverage the potential of a continuous digitalization to
drive their own organization towards a value creator.
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CAMELOT Management Consultants
CAMELOT Management Consultants is the globally leading consulting specialist for value chain management in the process, consumer packaged goods and industrial manufacturing industries. The company is
part of the CAMELOT Group with 1,800 employees and headquarters in Mannheim, Germany. The integrated consulting approach and close collaboration with renowned technology specialists guarantee project
success along all consulting phases: from decision-making to the organizational and technical implementation.
Supplier management is one of the focus topics of CAMELOT’s “Strategic Sourcing & Transformation”
practice. Over the last decade, CAMELOT delivered numerous successful supplier management projects
with leading industry players while implementing not only state-of-the art processes but also acting as a
think tank for future-oriented concepts.
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Visit us at www.lieferanten-management.com
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